CASE
STUDY
Offshore Design Engineering
Background
Offshore Design Engineering (ODE) is an international engineering firm and consultancy for
the oil and gas and renewables industry. They
build a range of things from offshore wind turbines to oil rigs, and provide both construction
and consultancy services, and asset management. ODE provides cost-effective, technically
robust, consulting, engineering, project management and operations support services to
their core markets.
With over 50 years’ experience, ODE has offices in London, Cairo, Taipei, Paris, Boston. They
are an international, technical service provider,
and go wherever in the world their clients need
them. Their parent company, DORIS, in Paris,
complements their service.
Over the past ten years, ODE has been responsible for the engineering and construction
management of over $3bn of capital projects.
Kirsty Hamilton is in the Business Development
and Proposals team and is responsible for
helping the business win new jobs. She shares
her experiences using Mail Manager and the
vital impact the software has on her day-today activities.

“Moving to BD, where they have Mail
Manager, made working so much easier.”
Kirsty Hamilton, Business Development

Company
Offshore Design Engineering
Location
Global

Problem
When Kirsty joined ODE, Mail Manager had already been implemented in the company.
However, she initially began working in a department that didn’t use Mail Manager. Kirsty
says, “I was working on reception with another
colleague, sharing an email account in order
for us to both have access to emails. It was difficult as the filing facilities were limited and a
shared email account can be confusing when
replying to emails”.
“Moving to BD, where they have Mail Manager,
made working so much easier. Recently a colleague was ill; as her out of office, I had responsibility for her workload. Through Mail Manager,
I could see what she had been organising and
I could answer queries quickly rather than simply waiting for her to come back into work.”
Kirsty outlined another common problem she
had before using Mail Manager: “One task in my
role involved physically filing documentation
into boxes. These boxes are then archived in a
location away from our office. If I needed to find
any of the documents in the future, it would be
a far more complicated process than if we had
just filed online through Mail Manager. I would
either have to get the archived boxes shipped
to our office or travel there myself.”

“By filing with Mail Manager, a search task takes
a couple of moments, allowing me access to
filed information from years back.”

Results
For Kirsty, Mail Manager was one of the first
things she started using in her current role in BD.
She describes her induction to the software: “My
colleague had created a short guide on how to
set up locations and start filing. It is very easy to
use Mail Manager because you are prompted
after every email to file something, you get into
a habit really quickly. It was really important for
me to start working with Mail Manager straight
away as our company relies on it so much. I
picked it up within my first couple of days.”
When asked about how she uses Mail Manager
and where it proves beneficial, Kirsty said, “One
task I am involved with is creating a company
experience list which logs projects we worked
on with information on start-times, costs, etc. It
contains 15 years of our company history.”

“I can now look back to an email in 2014 to find
out what a project involved, rather than searching through folders in different desktop areas
where people might not have consciously filed
information. For that, it’s a lifesaver, as otherwise, I’d have to spend time searching or talk to
people verbally, relying on memory or people
still being at the company.”
“With Mail Manager, I’ve still got access to their
filed emails so that isn’t an issue. It’s incredibly
helpful to have access to that information.”

“I can now look back to an email in 2014 to
find out what a job was about, rather than
trawl through folders in different desktop
areas where people might not have
consciously filed information. For that,
it’s a lifesaver.”
Kirsty Hamilton, Business Development
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